QUICK SET UP GUIDE
ACTIVE AIR MATTRESS OVERLAYS & REPLACEMENTS

This guide is intended to explain the correct set up procedures for the Active Air Mattress Range upon installation. For further installation and operating instructions, refer to the product User Manual.

Mattresses covered in this guide:

**Active Air 4 Mattress Overlay**
- PTM639100 - Single

**Active Air 5 Mattress Overlay**
- PTM639200 - Single
- PTM639210 - King Single

**Active Air 8 Mattress Replacement**
- PTM639300 - Single
- PTM639310 - King Single

1. Remove mattress and pump from carton and position on bed. The blue cover should face upwards and the FOOT END is clearly marked on the cover.

When opening the carton, ensure it is done in a safe and careful manner. DO NOT USE a box cutter or sharp implement as this may damage the product.

2. Secure mattress overlay (**Active Air 4 & 5**) directly to the underlying foam mattress or underlay using the corner straps.

3. Secure mattress replacement (**Active Air 8**) directly to the moving areas on the bed surface using the straps.

Never attach mattress straps to static bed frame components as the product may be damaged when the bed is adjusted.

4. Ensure the CPR valve is CLOSED, and hang the pump over the footboard using the self-adjusting hooks.

5. Remove the plastic protector cap from the end of the air hose and push the hose connector firmly into the pump receiver until an audible “CLICK” sound is heard. For **Active Air 8** the sensor cable must also be connected at this time (far right image).
6. Pull out the red power cable lock. Connect the main power cable to the pump ensuring that the power switch remains **OFF**. Press down the red power cable lock to secure the cable. Plug the power cord into power outlet.

7. Turning on the Pump
   i. Turn **ON** power switch (Side of pump), the lights will illuminate for 2 seconds whilst a beep will follow, as indicate to the image on the left. (Active Air 4)
   ii. Turn **ON** power switch (Side of pump) then press the **ON/OFF** button on the control panel as indicate to the image on the right (Active Air 5 & 8)

   b. **“POWER”** LED will illuminate and mattress will start inflating. Inflation will take up to 30 minutes. For immediate inflation use Quick Inflator (PTM639000)
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   c. Pressure Adjustment (Active Air 4)
   i. To adjust the mattress pressure, turn **RIGHT** to increase the pressure, and turn **LEFT** to decrease.
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   d. Manual Adjustment (Active Air 5 & 8)
   i. Press the **SOFT** or **FIRM** button to adjust the pressure between one of 8 illuminated pressure levels from **SOFT** to **FIRM**.
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   e. Automatic Adjustment (Active Air 5 & 8 **ONLY**)
   i. Press and hold **SOFT + FIRM** buttons together for 3 seconds, LED will flash as pump detects patient weight and automatically adjusts to the correct pressure.
   ii. LED will stop flashing and remain illuminated when pressure is correctly adjusted.
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For suggested patient weight settings and more detailed adjustment instructions see the **User Manual**.